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The Revolution

New technology has to be in place for

some time before researchers focus on its

impact.

In the world today, new media technology

is born everyday on the internet

The Revolution
Napster had a great effect on the media

and gave rise to illegal downloading which

is prevalent today as well.

YouTube has 43% of the global audience

online.

YouTube  referred to as snack TV.

YouTube is changing the way viewers

watch broadcast media.

Video

Impact of Internet on Music Industry

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3NxIF

dL_5A

Perpetual Linkage

The constant change in media technologies is

changing the way researchers study media

effects.

Jane Brown and Joanne Cantor coined the

concept of “perpetual linkage”

Perpetual linkage  the new tendency for youth

to be constantly connected to others through

some type of technology

Questions surrounding the impact of new media

technologies are framed in terms of perpetual

linkage.Source: Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research,

Chapter 11
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New Media Technologies: Good or

Bad?

We have to ask ourselves whether being

so connected with each other makes us

more socially competent, or alienated at

the expense of face to face interaction.

Are we too dependent on new

technologies?
Connection VS Alienation

Internet Use: U.S. Statistics

According to recent reports on data from

Census Bureau:

54% of the U.S. population use the

Internet.

Every month, there is an increase of at

least 2 million new users.

Of the total amount of Internet users, 90%

range from ages 5-17.

With greater technological advancement,

at least  of households now use

Let Us

Look At

Some Of

Our Own

Statistics

…

Class Survey
Our group gave out a
total of 50 surveys.

Sadly, only 40 surveys
were returned to us.

According to our survey,
40/40 participants used
the Internet.

Furthermore, all of them
have broadband access
at home…

According to our class survey
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Who Uses the Internet?? Usage Of the Internet

82% use the Internet

daily

84% of those who

use the Internet

daily also use MSN

on a daily basis

Does Internet cause Connectivity

or Alienation?
Out of a sample of 40
students……

80% felt that Internet
connects people more
than it alienates them.

20% felt that the
Internet connects and
alienates people
equally.

No one felt that the
Internet alienates
people more than it
connects.

How does it connect yet

alienate?
Although the Internet

serves as a driving

force in connecting

people globally, it

disables traditional

socialization.

Individuals spend

most of their time on

the computer that

their face-to-face

interactions are

compensated

Quote

“Ever since I started to spend 70% of my

free time on the Internet and interacting with

others via MSN, I feel that I have lost

precious time which could have been spent

with my family……..”               -----------

Derek Sun

HomeNet Study
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The Carnegie Mellon Study

(HomeNet Study)
Date – September 1998

Study – Impact of Internet Use

By- Robert Kraut (Human Computer

Interaction Institute)

Title – “Internet Paradox: A Social

Technology That Reduces Social

Involvement and Psychological Well

Being?”
Source: Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research, Chapter 11

Features of Study
Longitudinal Design

256 people from 93 different households

during first 2 years of being online

(Pittsburgh)

Freebies (Free Computer, Telephone line,

Internet Connection)

Survey questions

Source: Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research, Chapter 11

Results/Findings

General decline in communication with

family members

Decline of the number of people in their

social circle

Greater levels of depression and feelings

of loneliness

Source: Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research, Chapter 11

2 Main Possibilities

1. Activity Displacement Effect        (rejected)

2.  Internet Displaces Strong Social Ties
(accepted)

Internet use tends to discourage a particular type of
social relationship at the expense of another.

22% of respondents who had been using the Internet for
2 years or more had ever made a new friend on the

        Internet- National Survey by James Katz and Philip
Aspen

Source: Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research, Chapter 11

Virtual Relationships can Induce

Strong Emotions
Positive – Approval, Compliment,

Agreement

Negative- Disagreement, Dissapproval

The more negative comments the more

communication.

We are more willing to argue and engage

in various forms of hostility or debate
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Limitations of the Carnegie Mellon

Study

Limitation One

Sample was not chosen at random

Cannot be sure that results shown reflect that

of the general population

Rebuttal
Having connections=changes

 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

   Limitation Two
Where’s the control group?!

No internet use

Rebuttal
Change in society during the 2 years

More depression and loneliness

Not possible

No incentive=no control group

                                                                                                             (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

Receiving social support

online
Online support groups

Mutual aid and self-help

Private bulletin boards, chat rooms, mail

groups

No desire for face-face sessions

Can get help 24/7

(Receiving social support online: implications for health education  White  M  & Dorman  S  M  (2001))

Limitation Three

Causal Claim

Could also be due to other unmeasured

variables

Rebuttal
Previous studies done

studies examined negative effects

       (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

Mix of Attributes
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William Eveland
He introduced the scheme
known as the “mix of
attributes” approach.

Eveland thinks of all media
in terms of a common set of
attributes.

Each form of media have
their own different levels of
each respective attribute

 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

5 Common Attributes
Interactivity – the extend to which a person is

able to interact with the technology in a

meaningful way

Structure – the extend to which a media is

linear or nonlinear

Channel – whether the information is

presented visually, acoustically or both

Textuality – amount of the information that is

communicated in text form

Content – actual information conveyed by the

medium  (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

Interactivity

The Internet VS Televsion

When the Internet was first introduced, one of

the winning qualities it posessed was its

interactivity.

People had complete control of what information

they want to have access to

TV was thought of as a one-way, non-

interactive medium

Therefore, they were viewed as 2 completely

different mediums.
 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

Eveland's Point of View

Think of them as occupying

different places on the continua of

common attributes

 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

TV Today

Movies can be ordered on demand.
eg. Starhub's DemandTV

TV's interactivity has been increasing.

Dedicated interactive TV Channels

Starhub's HubTV

Games

Chat

Vote

Contest

MMS Board

Television VS Newspaper

Traditionally

TV is a visual medium

Newspaper is a print medium

Currently

TV has scrolling text at the bottom or side of

the screen

Increased textuality

 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)
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Magazines

In the 1950s, magazines had

a higher density of text as

compared to the magazines of

present day.

In exchange, there is an

increased number of pictures

in magazines today.

Hence, making it more “visual”

than it was in the 1950s

Out of the Textbook

Citizen Journalism

New media technologies have encouraged

citizen journalism

Increase in the pool of information shared

by local citizens

Wider variety of topics

Different perspectives

YouTube

Video: YouTube, Who are we?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzV7m

FXB5Rw

(Only the first 4 minutes)

Traditional Concept
Mass communication

- New media technologies change the

traditional concept of mass communication

- Past: 1 organization of people  public

- Present: 1 person  public

New technologies: YouTube, Blogs, MySpace

A Friend or Foe?

New media technologies  A threat?

Increased surveillance  you’ll never know

who’s watching you
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Discussion

Screens, screens and

more screens…

As we spend

increasing time

looking at virtual

images, are we

spending lesser time

looking at human

faces face-to-face?

 (Media Effects Research. Sparks, G. 2006)

Discussion

Are professors treated with less respect in the

classroom today because students are so

accustomed to being in the mode of processing

“entertainment,” where laughter, ridicule and

boredom are responses that need not be

inhibited?

Good // Bad

Video: Good Internet VS Bad Internet –

AOL

Good Internet:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JvVUU

mQyBU

Bad Internet:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNXWb

SNDT5Q

END


